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DIVINE FEMININE GODDESS LIST 

Calling in the Goddess! 

In this packet I attempt to briefly list, honor and describe a series of lineages 

and their manifest goddesses/heroines/historical figures. Many are incomplete 

lists. Everything is best understood in context, being “within” that culture and 

fully knowing the story/lessons of the goddess. I know. I am not perfect and it 

is my privilege to merely LIST them here. It’s important to me to try to honor 

each lineage and to represent several so that there is a diversity of 

representation here and in our lives, so that we might see ourselves 

represented and look for our lost lineages. In no way do I claim to have perfect 

knowledge about any of these figures – nor the ancestral wisdom from which 

they come. Please forgive me for any misspellings (there are often many 

spellings. Pronunciation in audio and errors in translation) or any 

misrepresentations.  

Goddess motifs, I believe, can be accessed by ALL, because the goddess 

belongs to everybody, if done with care, respect and understanding and 

towards right aims. These are meant to re-connect women with the divine 

feminine within and I trust that they, and only they, know the way. I pray to 

the Earth to allow all people at the table and all lineages so long as they serve 

the Highest Good.  

Trying to follow your own lineage is the best course of action, and creating a 

relationship with each being is crucial for adequate knowledge, understanding, 

protection and guidance, if you see them as actual goddesses, energetic forces 

in nature or subconscious beliefs. In Level II, we will more deeply connect to 

those of this lineage of the White Rose as spoken in VIDEO 3. That feels right.  

I believe that if you set your ritual of connection with honor and love, love will 

prevail. Work with one goddess/heroine at a time. Be picky about who or what 

you “worship”. Everything is made up of energy and we are all just reflections 

of shared archetypal forces in that Universe. Listen to the PowerPoint on how 

to know these better, to be respectful and to ask permission. Also, you can 

always ask, “In the name of Christ Jeheshua, make yourself know. Who are 

you?” to be sure you are working with who you say are working with. And, even 

then, you may not be a good fit! It’s all about relationship! Call in the Goddess 

Now. 
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DIVINE FEMININE BEINGS 

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN 

Ammut ~ Ascended Master; Death, afterlife, judgement, pure deeds, pure of 

heart, truth, transformation of sins into good 

Anput ~ Feminine counterpart to Anpu/Anubis, Egyptian jackal headed god of 

death & transformation; Mother goddess of death, funeral rites, transformation 

Bast ~ Feline sun goddess; War, warrior, battle, protection  

Hathor ~ Mother Goddess of protection, beauty, joy, love, dance, fertility, 

moisture, childbirth, death, the Milky Way; Mistress of the Star, Mistress of the 

Heavens; All Life; Oracle helper; East & West; Similar to Venus/Aphrodite   

Heka ~ Magic, oracles, protection, healing, medicine, ritual  

Isis ~Mother Goddess; Solar, throne; Home & hearth, healing, magic, fertility, 

motherhood, marriage; death & rebirth (resurrection); strength, resiliency, 

independent will, protector, perfect mother, perfect woman, star, heavens 

Ma’at ~ Justice, light, cosmic balance, wisdom, wise woman, clarity, growth, 

judgement, misjudgment; Galactic Goddess;  

Nepthys ~ Sister of Isis & goddess of death/resurrection, Lady of the House, 

hearth, home; Protection, making friends with death & darkness, mourning, 

sorrow/darkness, funerals, moonlight, magic, witches, endings, decay 

Nut ~ Galactic Goddess; Evening, sky, night/day, heavens; Representing the 

celestial order 

Sekhmet ~ (Upper Nile) The Powerful One, Lady of Terror, Lady of Life; Patron 

of medicine healers & physicians; Feline solar goddess of medicine, healing, 

war, death, plague, wrath & retribution, balancing; The East, fire, flames 

OLD EUROPE/WICCA/PAGAN 

Abonde (Central Europe/Wicca) ~ Witch, witchcraft, magician, magic; many 

forms from beautiful, flowery maiden (prosperity, fertility, abundance) to old, 

fiery witch with fangs (death, transformation, underworld, healing); Protection, 

insight, magic, abundance & flow, “sight” 

Aphrodite/Venus (Greek/Roman) Love, beauty, seduction, love, sexuality, the 

sea, protection for voyages, gracefulness, nature, creativity 

Anu (Celtic) ~ The mother/original seed  
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Aradia (Italy) ~ Witch or goddess: Healing, medicine, witchcraft, wise woman, 

healer, saint; Diana, fairies, beauty, travel/pilgrimage, wisdom, protection   

Artemis/Diana (G/R) Virgen goddess of the Moon, fertility, childbirth, virginity, 

the hunt, wild animals, the forest, Earth, the dead/change, compassion, 

humility, the lower caste of society, vigilantism, warrior; Teacher of the nymphs 

Badb (Celtic) ~ Moon goddess, crows, death, demons, warfare, causing trouble, 

confusion, magic; Spiritual enlightenment/leadership, withcraft  

Bauba (GR) ~ Goddess of bawdy, sexual, body humor, sex, sexuality, physical 

pleasure, joy, laughter, teasing & flirtation, body appreciation, connection 

Beiwe (Sami/Lapp) ~ Oracle/seeing things; Sun goddess; sanity/lunacy; 

fertility, spring  

Blodewedd (Welsh) ~ Muse, ascended master; Maiden; Goddess of spring, 

fertility, maiden, temporary beauty, vanity, life, regeneration, hope  

Brigit/Brigid (Celtic) ~ A triple goddess; Goddess & patron saint of poetry, 

midwifery, healing, metalurgy, using your hands (weaving & dyeing), beer 

making, ingenuity, water springs/wells, eternal life giving energies; Oracle, 

receiving clarity/visions/insights; Elements water & fire; IMBOLC rituals 

Bronwen (Old Welsh) ~ Goddess of love, beauty, kindness, sorrow, sacrifice, 

boundaries, confidence, inner knowing, determination, forgiveness, compassion  

Cerridwen (Welsh/Celtic) ~ The Crone, wise woman, oracle/seer/prophetess, 

vision/sight, inspiration, prophecy; “Mistress of the Cauldron” (witchcraft); 

Abundance, purity, sacrifice ritual; Her “Great Cauldron of Plenty” seen, by 

some, as source of the “The Holy Grail” & Arthurian legend 

Ceres (GR/R) ~ Harvest, abundance, Earth, seasons, cycles, fertility  

Circe (GR) ~ Goddess of raising the dead, magic, potions, oracle/seeing, spells 

Cybele (Anatolia, GR) ~ Earth Mother Goddess; Life, pregnancy, fertility, death, 

rebirth, prophecy, wildness and freedom, order & civilization  

Danu (Celtic) ~ Mother Goddess; Magic, midwifery, medicine, witchcraft  

Demeter (GR) ~ Mother of Persephone; Goddess of grain & the harvest, 

abundance 

Eos (GR) ~ Goddess of the Dawn & original Titan; Bringer of the dawn & time 

cycles; Day, maiden, sexuality, sexual independence  

Erce (Old England) ~ Earth Mother   
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Flora (GR) ~ Flowers, medicinal flowers 

Fortuna (R) ~ Goddess of fortune, bringing good fortune 

Freya (Norse) ~ Maiden goddess; Abundance, love, fertility, beauty, opulence, 

pleasure, sex, sexual liberation, independence, strength, fecundity, war, death; 

Travel, safe journeys, the arts, seduction, rules over afterlife and warriors after 

battle 

Frigg (N) ~ Queen of Heaven & Sky, wife of Odin; Marriage, fertility, 

motherhood, the home & hearth, love, foresight/oracle, protection of 

family/children 

Gaia (GR) ~ Mother Earth, original Mother to all  

Hecate (GR, Wicca) ~ Goddess of magic, wizardry, witchcraft, the Underworld & 

raising the dead, oracle, vision/sight, clarity, the crossroads, harvest moon, 

spirits, ghosts, protector of lost souls 

Hel (N) ~ Giant queen of the dead; Daughter of Loki, most powerful of all Gods; 

Judge of the souls as they enter the afterlife, balance, sickness, unease, clarity, 

death/resurrection, redemption  

Hera/Juno (GR/R) ~ Air, mother, marriage, midwifery, childbirth, women’s 

health, wellness 

Hestia (G) ~ Hearth, peace at home, happiness, domestic tranquility, fire 

Idun (N) ~ Beautiful young maiden goddess of youth, springtime, new 

beginnings, inspiration, attraction, eternal life & beauty; Feeds the gods and 

goddesses the apples of youth; Wisdom, renewal, healing 

Minerva/Athena (GR/R) ~ Goddess of wisdom, war, Athens, protector, courage, 

strength, strategy, seeing the way to go, logic, mathematics, inspiration 

Nicneven (Scottish) ~ Goddess magician, crone; magic, wand of power, 

human/shadow spirit, transformer, protection, war/peace, winter, ghosts & 

goblins; Crone worshipped at Wiccan Samhain rituals   

Lady of the Lake (Britain: Nineve, Vivien)~ Enchantress of the old Arthurian 

legends, one who holds sword of Excalibur/wisdom; Similar to the Fairy Queen 

or Morgaine; Protectress, witchcraft, knowledge, clarity, growth, beauty 

Luna (R) ~ Goddess of the moon 

Morrigan/Morgane (Celtic/Irish)~ A triple goddess; Life-death cycles; Queen of 

the Phantoms; Oracle, receiving insights/visions, magic, witchcraft, spiritual 

insight & leadership, deception/illusion, warrior, shapeshifter, death, victory in 

battle/overcoming obstacles, strength, retribution/vengeance; crows/ravens 
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Muses (G/R) ~ Ascended Masters; inspiration, sight, wisdom  

Nymphs (G/R) ~ Divine Feminine aspect of Earth in form of Nature spirits; 

Forest, plants, flowers, water ways; Muse, inspiration, ascended master; 

Sacred mothers of ancient heroes, seductresses, enchantresses, knowers 

Oracle of Delphi (G) ~ Pythia, High Priestess at the Temple of Apollo at Delphi; 

Said to have been a goddess worshipping terrain in which Apollo “stole” 

Ostara (Old Germanic/Anglo-Saxon) ~ The (triple) Maiden goddess of 

spring/spring equinox, the Dawn & East; Youth, life, rebirth, fertility, sexual 

reproduction, regeneration, springs, abundance, productivity, grain, moon  

Persephone (G/R) ~ Queen of the underworld, daughter of Demeter; The 

maiden; Spring, grain, harvest, bountiful Earth, 

life/death/rebirth/resurrection/cycles & seasons 

Rhiannon/Epona (Celtic/Welsh) – Great Queen, horse goddess; Goddess of the 

Moon, night, fertility, death, phantoms, demons; Movement, communication, 

artists, song, magic, dreams, taking leadership role, stepping out, releasing 

Selene (GR) ~ Titan goddess of the moon & night/day cycles; Associated with 

Artemis & Hecate, all lunar goddesses; Wisdom, knowing, overcoming strife, 

strength, endurance 

Serona (Gaelic/Roman; Celtic-Germanic) ~ Star goddess of springs (all waters); 

Healing, safe passage, hope, light, watery emotion, freedom, sanctity of inner 

knowledge 

Sofia (GR) ~ Wisdom, holy knowledge, god knowledge (the apple in the Garden 

of Eden) 

Sol (N) ~ Sun goddess; fire, light, giver of life, action, creation, original goddess 

Vesta (R) ~ Virgin goddess of home, fire, family; Priestess, leader, saint 

HINDU/BUDDHIST 

Annapurna ~ (Hindu) Compassionate goddess of food, nourishment, grain, 

abundance, helping the poor, redistribution of foods, prosperity, charity; Oure 

& complete; Manifestation of Parvati (who is a manifestation of Shakti)  

Amaterasu ~ (Japanese Shinto Buddhist) Goddess of the sun and universe, the 

all shining one; giver of life, fertility, crops, protection, warrior, leadership, war 

Aparajita (B/H) ~ Destroyer & defender: Aspect of Durga Ma; Protection, 

defense, insight, destroyer of illusion, distraction & demons, business 

problems, court cases, all negativity  
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Devi (H) ~ “Devi” in Sanskrit means “goddess” herself; Great Mother Goddess, 

mother of all other goddess forms (like Lakshmi, Durga or Kali); Universal 

wisdom, creatrix/destroyer, protection, abundance    

Durga (H) ~ Mother Goddess aspect of Devi; Death/life/rebirth; Destroys 

illusion, demonic forces, negativity; Recreates Universe; Balance/Harmony 

Quan Yin (B) ~ Ascended Master (Bodhisatva of Compassionate Wisdom, 

Mercy); The Divine Mother/Nurturing Mother/All-Forgiving Mother; 

forgiveness, compassion, luck, abundance, fertility, wisdom, clarity, flowers  

Jiutan Xuannu (Ancient China) ~ Alchemy, sex, war, longevity, food, 

nourishment, body; Protection, procreation, motivation, action/fire  

Kali (H) ~ Slayer of demons & illusion; Divine Mother Goddess (aspect of Devi) 

as Kali Ma; Goddess of Death & Time; Destroys/recreates the Universe 

Lakshmi (H) ~ Mother Goddess aspect of Devi; Balance, fertility, wealth, 

abundance, success, abundance, faith, openness, joy, honor   

Lalita (H) ~ Goddess of beauty; “Empress of Desire”; Sensuality, loyalty to 

Shiva, perfect motherhood, independence, strong will, confidence, kindness  

Mazu/Matsu (Chinese Buddhism) ~ Goddess of the South China Sea, Empress 

of Heaven; Maidenhood, mercy, compassion, kindness, openness, the sea, 

fisherpeople, sailors, journeys, protection, water  

Maya (H) ~ Goddess of illusion & the mystery of the cosmos 

Parvati (H) ~ Mother Goddess of Universe (Devi aspect); Goddess of power, 

courage, all giving life, devotion, family, marriage, fertility, penance, generosity  

Radha (H) ~ The Divine Mother, partner to Krishna; Devotion, love, sexuality, 

the human soul, inspiration, muse, sacred union, purity, bliss    

Sarasvati (H) ~ Ascended Master, muse, Divine Mother aspect of Devi; Wealth, 

success, abundance, open mind, anything is possible; Generosity, sharing, 

music, spring ritual,  

Shakti (B/H) ~ Divine Mother; Universal life force energy, the Source of All, 

sacred union, roots, sacred sexuality & reproduction,  

Tara (B/H) ~ Divine Savior Mother in Buddhism, the all-consuming flame of 

desire of all life; goddess of compassion; star; In Hinduism, represents 

life/birth/death, the heavens, Earth, seasons & underworld, the moon, all that 

grows; has many manifestations, such as Green Tara, Bodhisattva (enlightened 

one) of youth, vibrance, wisdom, action, motivation, art and White Tara, 

Bodhisattva of health, longevity, healing, compassion. Tara herself – in all her 
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forms – is the most popular enlightened form of the divine feminine in 

Buddhism, representing the Divine Mother, Compassion for all suffering, 

nurturing & empathy. 

Uma (H) ~ Goddess of power, consciousness, strength, courage, beauty & 

divine feminine wisdom (intuition) 

NATIVE NORTH AMERICAN 

White Buffalo Calf Woman ~  

Spider Woman ~ 

Grandmother Moon ~  

Mother Earth ~  

INUIT  

Pinga ~ The hunt, the dead, fertility, medicine 

Sedna ~ Queen of the sea & animals of the sea, underworld; Death, the dead 

souls, resurrection, transformation, wisdom, fear/courage, betrayal, 

resentment (forgiveness), the hunt, power/powerlessness, fear, anger 

MESOAMERICAN 

Ix’Chel (Mayan) ~ Triple goddess (maiden, mother, crone); moon goddess; 

jaguar goddess; Medicine, midwifery, childbirth, safe passage, pain  

Xochiquetzal (Nahual/Mixteca/”Aztec”) ~ Goddess of creativity, the arts, love, 

womanhood, fertility, flowers, abundance, sexuality, embroidery, weaving 

Pacha Mama (Inca) ~ Mother Earth Goddess; All giving as well as wrathful; 

Fertility, nature, crops, abundance, harvest 

Teotihuacan/Spider Woman (Nahual/Mixtec/“Aztec”) ~ Creatrix of all; 

Creation, life force energy, true life giving power, inspiration, muse 

Tlazolteotl (Nahual/MIxteca/”Aztec”) ~ Earth Mother goddess/Dirt 

goddess/Mother of the Gods; Sexuality, sexual arts, pleasure, adultery, 

forgiveness, redemption for carnal acts, moon & earth, witches, witchcraft, 

healers & healing, temptation, joy, passion, muse    

ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA/PHEONICIAN/BIBLICAL 

Allat (Pre-Islamic/Arabia) ~ Fertility moon goddess, triple goddess to al-Uzza 

(The Morning Star) and Manat (Fate, Time); Mother goddess, nurturance, 

protection, wisdom, fertility 
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Astarte (Meso.) ~ Sexuality, fertility, war, Venus 

Bathsheba (Torah/Old Testament) ~ Hittite wife of who seduces King David for 

political aims, beauty, seduction, perseverence in goals, focus, diligence, 

sacrifice for beliefs   

Ereshkigal (Meso) ~ Goddess of death, gloom, darkness, the underworld,   

Eve (T/OT) ~ The Earth; original sin, no sin, fall from grace, grace herself  

Fatima (Islam/Pre-Islamic) ~ As daughter of Prophet Mohammed, she teaches 

humility as power, sweetness, mercy, sureness, clarity, loyalty, devotion; As 

possible incarnation of moon goddess (Al Lat), similar to Mother Mary – Virgin 

birth, Queen of Heaven, piety, warmth, nourishment, “the radiant one”, “the 

perfect woman”, Creatrix of All Life; As incarnation of Al Uzza, the Morning Star 

(Venus) goddess of love and resurrection; Hand of Fatima (protection) 

Kamrusepa (Hittite) ~ Magician goddess of magic, healers, healing, medicine, 

spells, rituals, anger/release of regret or envy 

Inanna (Sumerian) ~ Original goddess of fertility, sexual love, war, Venus, the 

underworld, romance, sexual arts, witchcraft; The Arts, muse, inspiration, all-

consuming, devouring love; Ishtar/Astarte 

Ishtar (Meso.) ~ Original goddess of the underworld; Death/life/rebirth, love, 

sexuality, sacred union, war, fertility, Venus, insight, protection, fierceness, 

longevity, all-consuming love/devotion, courage, commitment, knowing your 

Inner Light; See Inanna/Astarte/Aphrodite 

Jezebel (Torah/OT) ~ Queen of Israel who tried to introduce her fertility 

god/paganism to monotheistic Israel; Smart, determined, blinded by belief, 

rebel; Determination, conviction, vengeance, violence, sex, fertility, nature  

Lilith (T/OT) ~ Original rebel; The Divine Mother of Inception; demon, demons, 

regrets, self-doubt, overcoming self-doubt, original sin, no sin, Tree of Life, Tree 

of Knowledge, independence, free will, eccentricity, betrayal, unfaithfulness 

Mary Magdalene (New Testament) ~ Oracle, disciple, mother, sacred union, 

sight/vision, spiritual leadership, listening & counseling, rebel, going against 

the “norms” of society 

Metatron (Book of Ezekial, T/OT) ~ Angel depicted often as feminine or 

androgynous, probably worshipped as a goddess at one time; Voice of God 

(T/OT); Galactic Goddess motif;    

Mother Mary (NT) ~ Mother, saint, goddess; Fertility, perfection, motherhood, 

[protection, faith, loyalty, resurrection; Feminine power, wisdom, clarity 
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Sheba (Torah/OT/Quran) ~ Queen of Sheba; Power, strength, rebelliousness, 

travel, wisdom, foresight, prophecy 

Shekinah (Hebrew) ~ The Feminine aspect of God; Truth, beauty & compassion 

in most exhalted form  

Sophia (Gnostic) ~ Mother of the stars, heavens, angel, goddess of heaven, “The 

Holy Sophia”, divine wisdom, deep knowing, spiritual wisdom, “to know” 

(gnosis)  

Tiamat (Babylonian) ~ Dragon goddess of the Sea; Original pro-generator 

goddess of Earth; Demons & dragons; Strength, force, action, power, speed  

POLYNESIAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER 

Pele (Hawaiian) ~ Creator Goddess, Destroyer Goddess; Volcanoes, fire, love, 

lovers, the moon, rivalry/cooperation, tempers, jealousy  

I am sorry, I don’t feel comfortable adding any more here as I don’t have a 

direct relationship or understanding for now. Thanks for understanding. 

WEST AFRICAN/ORISHAS 

Agwu (Igbo) ~ Health, medicine, sickness, divination, teachings about morality 

& cosmic law  

Aja (Yoruban) ~ Orisha (SPIRIT) of the forest, herbs, animals, healing, 

medicine, wisdom, health, happiness, balance within family/community 

Ala (Igbo) ~ The Earth Mother/The Ground; Fertility, morality, stability, 

fierceness, most respected one, respect, self-love; Queen of the Dead   

Asase Ya (Ashanti) ~ Earth Mother; Goddess of fertility, abundance, the fields, 

workers, plenty, hunger, food 

Nana Bukuu (Yoruban) ~ Divine, Supreme Mother Goddess, giver of life to sun, 

moon, everything; Old woman crone; Creation, kindness, retirement    

Odudua (Yoruban) ~ Earth Creatrix goddess, Mother Goddess of love, fertility, 

creativity, the arts, unity, connection, family, interdependence, calm love, 

tranquility, abundance, devotion, protection, absorbing negativity  

Oshun (Yoruban) ~ Orisha of sweet healing fresh waters, rivers, 

divination/spirit connection, fertility, emotion, protection of the poor and less 

fortunate, beauty, seduction, sexual romance, love, healing, “sweetness” 

Oya (Yoruban) ~ Orisha witch crone of thunder, rainbows, lightning, storms, 

change, transformation, withcraft, protection for women, warrior, strength; 
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Water, Niger River, nighttime; Clarity & spiritual leadership/wisdom; Sister to 

Oshun & Yemaya 

Yamaya/Yamaja/Yemanja ~ Goddess of All, the ocean all waters, all life; 

Mother goddess of deep emotions, loss, childbirth, (in)fertility, wrath & 

retribution, life giving, safe passage, crescent moon, fisher-people & sailors, 

wealth, seduction, sexuality, the subconscious, motherhood,     

 

BOOKS TO CHECK OUT: 

“Awakening the Heroes Within” by Carol S. Pearson 

“The Chalice & the Blade: Our History, Our Future” by Riane Eisler 

“Changing of the Gods” by Naomi Goldenberg  

“Sacred Contracts” by Carolyn Myss 

“Shakti Woman” by Vicki Noble 

“The Great Cosmic Mother: Rediscovering the Religion of the Earth” by Monica 

Sjoo & Barbara Moor 

“The Power of Myth” by Joseph Campbell 

“The Spiral Dance” by Starhawk 

“When God Was a Woman” by Merlin Stone 

“Woman Standing in Her Power” DVD Series by Lucia Rene (12 Archetypes) 

Books by Marija Gimbutas 

“Woman Who Runs With the Wolves” by Clarissa Pinkola Estes  

 

 

 


